**SERVICEBERRY**

**FORM**
- **HEIGHT**: 15 feet
- **WIDTH**: 15 feet
- Open, rounded canopy that grows thicker with age; may spread if root suckers are not removed

**LEAF**
- Simple, bright green, ovate with finely serrate edges; emerge in spring

**FALL COLOUR**
- Range of golden yellow to orange to bronze to red

**FLOWER**
- Small, white, five-petaled clusters; emerge before the leaves in early spring and last about 2 weeks

**FRUIT**
- Small, red to dark purple, round berries (resembling mini apples or blueberries); mature in early summer

**BARK**
- Smooth, light grey when young; rough, flaky, grey and white streaked when mature

**JUST PLANTED**
- Mature form

**MATURE FORM**
- Mature form
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